[1] Using TIMED/SABER observations, we present global distribution of the semiannual oscillation (SAO), annual oscillation (AO), and quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the OH nightglow peak emission rate and height as well as the intensity. The latitudinal variations of the SAO, AO, and QBO in the peak emission rate are similar to those in the intensity. For the peak emission rate and the intensity, the SAO and QBO amplitudes have three peaks (one at the equator and others at about 35°S and 35°N). The AO amplitude peaks at about 20°S and 20°N, respectively. The SAO phase is delayed poleward from the equinoxes at the equator to the solstices at 50°S/N; in addition, the phases of the AO are delayed poleward from 30°S. For the peak height, the SAO and QBO amplitudes have three peaks (around the equator, 40°S, and 40°N). Its AO amplitudes at 50°S and 50°N are larger than those at other latitudes; the phase of the SAO shifts from the solstice at the equator to near the equinoxes at 50°S/N. The airglow QBO is stronger in tropics than midlatitude and is likely the real QBO oscillation at the equator. In addition, the emission in the Southern Hemisphere is weaker than that in the Northern Hemisphere. The SAO and QBO are hemispherically symmetrical, and the AO is hemispherically antisymmetrical at some latitudes. The peak emission rate and peak height SAOs are generally in antiphase. The peak emission rate and intensity SAOs are generally in phase.
Introduction
[2] Airglow emission is an important tracer of relevant photochemical and dynamical processes. Airglow emissions as the products of atmospheric photochemistry, their emission intensities are related to the atmospheric temperature, densities of relevant atmospheric compositions. The temporal variations of airglow emissions are related to the variations of these atmospheric parameters, which include diurnal variation, day-to-day variation, monthly variation, semiannual oscillation (SAO), annual oscillation (AO), quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), and so on. In addition, the magnitudes and variations of these atmospheric parameters are affected by some dynamical processes such as wind, tides, planetary waves, and gravity waves. Furthermore, strong dynamical processes can even modulate or cause oscillations in the atmospheric parameters. Therefore, they can affect or even modulate the intensities and variations of airglow emissions through affecting the atmospheric parameters. The investigations of the temporal variations of airglow emission, therefore, play an important role in the understanding of atmospheric oscillations and are often used to study the temporal variations in many atmospheric photochemical and dynamical parameters [Wu and Killeen, 1996; Ward, 1999; Tang et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2005; French et al., 2005; Taori and Taylor, 2006] .
[3] A great number of ground-based OH airglow intensity observations have been devoted to the investigations of seasonal variations. Perminov et al. [1993] analyzed the seasonal variations of the height of the OH emission layer using measurements of vibrational-temperature variations and a photochemical model for OH emission, and they pointed out that the probable amplitudes of the variations were about 3 km. Takahashi et al. [1995] analyzed the airglow emissions, OI 557.7 nm, NaD 589.3 nm, and OH (9,4) band observed at Fortaleza (3.9°S, 38.4°W). They found that the observed emission intensity showed predominantly semiannual oscillations with maxima at the equinoxes and minima during the solstices, and the amplitudes of the oscillations were larger than those observed at Cachoeira Paulista (22.7°S, 45.0°W) station. Mulligan et al. [1995] analyzed the OH airglow intensity in the wavelength range 1.0-1.6 mm observed at Maynooth (53. 2°N, 6 .4°W) and found a pair of maxima near the equinoxes. Plagmann et al. [1998] studied the variations in both the OH emission layer and OI emission layer using the data from a FabryPerot spectrometer, a medium frequency radar and a meteor radar located on New Zealand's South Island. Their results indicated that there was an annual variation in the height of the OH emission layer, with the maximum during winter and minimum during summer. Buriti et al. [2004] analyzed the OI5577, O 2 (0-1), and OH(6,2) band emission intensities observed at São João do Cariri (7.4°S, 36.5°W) station. They pointed out that the three emissions all had distinct semiannual variations, with maxima at the equinoxes and minima at the solstices. For the OH emission, the maximum at the March equinox was larger than that at the September equinox. They suggested that atmospheric tides played an important role in the semiannual oscillation. López-González et al. [2004] analyzed more than three years of the OH(6-2) band airglow intensity observed at the Sierra Nevada Observatory (37.06°N, 3.38°W) and found that the amplitudes of the annual and semiannual variations of the intensity were comparable. Taylor et al. [2005] analyzed the OH(6,2) band and O 2 (0-1) band emissions observed by the CEDAR Mesospheric Temperature Mapper and found that the emissions varied with a period of about 181 days and a relative amplitude of 8%-9%, and the maxima of the emissions in spring were larger than those in autumn.
[4] Long-term variations of OH airglow are also studied by using ground-based data. Wiens and Weill [1973] studied the diurnal, annual, and solar cycle variations in OH nightglow and pointed out that the diurnal variation patterns changed with latitude and season, and OH nightglow intensity followed the solar activity. Batista et al. [1994] studied the relationship between OH(9,4) band emission intensity and solar activity at Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil (23°S, 45°W). The results showed that the intensity had a positive correlation with the F10.7 index. Perminov and Pertsev [2009] studied the response of OH(6,2) band emission intensity to solar activity using the spectral data observed at Zvenigorod observatory between 2000 and 2007 . They also found that the response was positive in all seasons. Although ground-based experiments play an important role in the investigations of seasonal and long-term variations of OH airglow intensity, it is impossible to construct a global picture from ground-based data due to their sparse distribution and large gaps over oceans [Xu et al., 2007a] . In addition, it is also problematic for ground-based experiments to characterize the morphological characteristics of altitude profiles of the airglow emission rate because they only measure the intensity, not altitude profiles of volume emission rate.
[5] Satellite remote sensing is the only effective method for observing the global structure of the airglow emission rate and its variations. Many satellite observational airglow emission data have been used to investigate the spatial and temporal distributions of airglow emissions. Abreu and Yee [1989] analyzed the seasonal variations in the OH(8-3) band nightglow emission observed by the Visible Airglow Experiment on board the Atmosphere Explorer E satellite at low latitudes. They pointed out that there was a strong semiannual oscillation with maxima near the equinoxes in the OH nightglow. Yee et al. [1997] and Zhang et al. [2001] used UARS High Resolution Doppler Imager (HRDI) and Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) data to examine the tidal effect on the OH airglow emission rate. They all noticed that the airglow emission peak height was greatly affected by the tidal phase. Zaragoza et al. [2001] analyzed the OH airglow observed by the UARS satellite and indicated that at low latitudes a semiannual variation was distinct with minima for solstice conditions; at higher latitudes (poleward of 45°), an annual variation with a minimum after the March equinox was found. M. G. investigated the seasonal variations of OI and OH nightglow emissions observed by WINDII at low latitudes. Their results showed distinct semiannual oscillations in the emissions, which were modulated by the stratospheric quasibiennial oscillation. Furthermore, satellite observational data are often combined with numerical models to investigate the relationships between variations of airglow emissions and dynamical processes. Liu et al. [2008] used the TIME-GCM model and the UARS satellite data to investigate the global seasonal variations of O( 1 S) and OH nightglow emissions. Their results indicated that the O( 1 S) and OH airglow emission rates for specific altitudes and local times displayed semi-annual and annual variations, and the vertical advection associated with the tides and the large-scale circulation played a major role in the airglow seasonal variations. Marsh et al. [2006] investigated the dynamical sources of the oscillations in OH airglow emission by comparing Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) measurements with predictions from a threedimensional chemical dynamical model. They found that the diurnal tide had a large effect on the overall magnitude and temporal variation of the emission at low latitudes, while at higher latitudes the emission had an annual cycle that was due mainly to the transport of oxygen by the seasonally reversing mean circulation. Baker et al. [2007] found that the experimental data from SABER for several years exhibited equatorial enhancements of the OH nightglow layer consistent with the high average diurnal solar flux.
[6] Although we have made great progress in the study of the seasonal and long-term variations of OH airglow emission, many details of the variations have not been described in a comprehensive way. For example, the global distribution characteristics of the amplitudes and phases of the variations have not been analyzed in detail. In addition, investigations on the long-term variations of OH airglow emission always focus on the SAO and AO in the emission rates at some special altitudes or in the intensity. However, in addition to the intensity, the peak emission rate and height are also important parameters depicting the altitudinal distribution of the airglow emission rate. The OH nightglow carries rich information about the dynamics and chemistry in the mesosphere. Long-term changes in the OH nightglow are affected by not only dynamics from the stratosphere but also probably by solar activities. Hence, studying these long-term changes can provide many insights for our understanding of mesospheric dynamics. Moreover, only when we have a global picture of long-term changes in the OH nightglow, can we have a better understanding of the localized ground-based observations in a global context. The Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics, and Dynamics (TIMED) SABER instrument provides a unique opportunity to examine the OH nightglow on a global scale. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the seasonal and long-term variations of the peak emission rate and height and the intensity of the OH nightglow observed by SABER, especially their latitudinal variations.
[7] The data and analysis method are introduced in section 2. In section 3, the temporal variations of three para-meters, the peak emission rate and height and the intensity, are shown. The latitudinal variations of the amplitudes and phases (where the maxima are observed) of the SAO, AO, and QBO in these three parameters are analyzed. The interhemispheric asymmetry of the SAO, AO, and QBO and the reasons for the asymmetry are discussed, and the phase relations between the variations of these three parameters are analyzed. In addition, the long-term trends of these three parameters are briefly mentioned. A summary is given in section 4.
Data and Analysis Method
[8] The TIMED satellite was launched on 7 December 2001 and began making observations in late January 2002. The height of the TIMED circular orbit is approximately 625 km, and the inclination is 74.1°. It operates about 15 orbits per day. The SABER, one of the four instruments onboard the TIMED satellite, scans up and down the Earth's horizon collecting data over an altitude range from 180 km down to the ground once every 58 seconds. It directly measures atmospheric emissions over a broad spectral range using a multichannel infrared radiometer and indirectly measures atmospheric parameters, such as temperature, atmospheric density, ozone density, atomic oxygen density and so on. The airglow emissions measured by SABER include OH airglow emission, O 2 airglow emission, and NO airglow emission. The altitude resolutions of the parameters observed by SABER are about 2 km [Russell et al., 1999] . The latitude range of the SABER observations extends from 53°in the winter hemisphere to 83°in the summer hemisphere. In this study, we use version 1.07 unfiltered OH data observed by a band-pass filter with a central wavelength of 2.0 mm from February 2002 to December 2008. The OH emission includes the OH(9-7) band, the OH(8-6) band, and a part of the OH(7-5) band. In order to avoid gaps introduced by the satellite yaws, our analysis focuses on the latitude range between 50°S and 50°N.
[9] The OH airglow emission data in each day are first binned in 1 h, 1 km, and 10°latitude ranges with an overlapping interval of 5°. Averaging the data in the bins, we get the zonal mean altitude profiles of the OH airglow emission rate at 21 latitudes from 50°S to 50°N at 24 local times. As M. G. Shepherd et al. [2004 Shepherd et al. [ , 2005 mentioned, zonal averaging largely removes the variability due to gravity waves and planetary wave perturbations, but it cannot isolate the effects of tides which are superimposed on the background mean values. In fact, in each day, there are data just in one or two local time bins because the orbital period of the TIMED satellite is approximately 1.6 h (about 15 orbits/day), and it takes about 60 days to complete a full 24 h coverage of local time. Therefore, at a specific latitude and altitude, the data in a 61 day window are combined to produce the 24 h of full local time coverage, and we define them as the data on the central day of the window. This is repeated with the window offset in one day interval to give overlapping analyses.
[10] We need to define the night time before analyzing OH nightglow emission. In Figure 1 , we show the 7 year average OH airglow emission rate during the June solstice as a function of altitude and local time at five latitudes: 50°S, 25°S, 0°, 25°N and 50°N. The dashed lines in Figure 1 show the times of sunset and sunrise in the altitude range from 75 to 100 km. Figure 1 indicates that the night gets shorter from 50°S to 50°N, and the sun sets at −0230 LT and rises at 0230 LT at 50°N. As Marsh et al. [2006] mentioned, the OH nightglow is stronger than the OH dayglow. Furthermore, the altitude-local time distributions at different latitudes are different from each other, and they are hemispherically asymmetrical. During the night, the features of the altitude profile of the OH airglow emission rate vary with local time. The variations of the airglow emissions with local time are related to the modulations of tides [Wiens et al., 1995; López-González et al., 2005; Shepherd et al., 1995 Shepherd et al., , 1998 Zhang and Shepherd, 1999] . In this study, in order to eliminate the influence of the transition between the dayglow and the nightglow, we regard the airglow observed from −0200 LT to 0200 LT as the nightglow. The altitude profiles of the OH airglow emission rate in this period are then averaged for each latitude. Thus, we get one altitude profile of the average OH nightglow emission each day for each latitude. The following analysis is performed on these averaged profiles. Of course, the averaging cannot eliminate the tidal contribution to the OH nightglow emission because the local time coverage of the averaging does not exceed 4 hours per day. In addition, we can see from Figure 1 that the OH nightglow emission layer is mainly situated in the altitude range of 80-100 km.
[11] Before analyzing the long-term variations of the peak emission rate and height, we need to extract them from the altitude profiles of the average OH nightglow emission rate. However, it is difficult to extract them directly because there are perturbations in some altitude profiles. We therefore analyzed the data using an assumed Chapman shape for the emission layer, in which
where V(z) is the OH nightglow emission rate at altitude z, V max and h max are the peak emission rate and height respectively, and the parameters a and b are relevant to the half-width of the layer. The altitude profile of the average OH nightglow emission rate for each latitude and day is fitted by equation (1) using the nonlinear least squares technique, and then V max , h max , a, and b for each profile are derived simultaneously. We use the least square derived peak emission rate and height V max and h max to study the seasonal and long-term variations of peak emission rate and peak height of OH nightglow.
[12] Figure 2 shows a few examples of the observational (asterisks) and fitted (solid line) altitude profiles of the OH nightglow emission rate during the March equinox in 2003 at five latitudes: 50°S, 25°S, 0°, 25°N and 50°N. It is evident that the fitted profiles are mostly consistent with the observations. The peak height at the equator is lower than those at other latitudes, and the peak emission is larger than others.
[13] In order to compare with ground-based observations, we calculated the integral of the altitude profile of the OH nightglow emission rate between 80 and 100 km, as follows:
[14] To determine which long period variations are dominant in V max , h max , and I, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram method was used. In order to obtain the amplitudes and phases of the SAO, AO, and QBO in V max , h max , and I, the harmonic fitting method was also used, applying the following formula:
where F can be V max , h max , or I. F 0 is the 7 year average value, and mt is the long-term secular trend. F SAO , F AO , and F QBO are the amplitudes of the SAO, AO, and QBO. Here t SAO , t AO , and t QBO are the times when the semiannual maxima, annual maximum, and biennial maximum occur, and they are referred to as phases in this paper for simplicity. Because the period of the QBO varies with latitude (as shown in Figure 4 ), we also set it as a variable, P QBO . We should note that while we assign data for each day in our analysis, in reality, the data are from limited days during the 61 day sliding window. During each year, SABER samples the time interval near midnight only six times. This sampling temporal resolution, however, is sufficient for our analysis of SAO, AO, and QBO. Tidal contribution is not written as a separate term on the right-hand side of equation (3) because F is a 4 hour mean value, not a function of local time; therefore, it is still in the data as mentioned above. Tides can modulate the seasonal variations of OH nightglow, and the latitudinal structures of these variations because tides also have seasonal variations and latitudinal structures.
Results

Latitudinal Variations of SAO, AO, and QBO
[15] The latitude-time distributions of three parameters, V max , h max and I, are shown in Figure 3 . It is evident that there is SAO type variation in V max at the equator, with the maxima near the equinoxes and the minima near the solstices. This is consistent with the results observed by some ground-based experiments at lower latitudes [e.g. Takahashi et al., 1995; Buriti et al., 2004] . At middle latitudes, there are SAO type variations in V max , too. However, the times when the maxima and minima occur vary with latitude. At the equator, the maximum value for the March equinox is larger than that for the September equinox. It is similar to the result of Buriti et al. [2004] . They suggested that the SAO type variation was related to the modulation of atmospheric tides. Figure 3 shows that the minimum value for the December solstice is less than that for the June solstice and that the minimum value in the tropics occurs near the winter solstice each year. These indicate that there is AO type variation in V max besides SAO. There are AO and SAO in h max , too. At the equator, the minima of h max and the maxima of V max occur at the same time, namely h max decreases when V max increases, or vice versa. In addition, the maxima of the SAO and AO in V max and I in the tropics are larger than those at middle latitudes, and the troughs of the SAO and AO in h max in the tropics are lower than those at middle latitudes. This is consistent with the results of Baker et al. [2007] . They found that at equinoxes the OH nightglow peak emission rate was typically two or three times greater at equatorial latitudes than that at middle latitudes and the peak height several kilometers lower than that at middle latitudes. The distributions of V max and I are very similar.
[16] Figure 4 displays the Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the three parameters at five latitudes: 50°S, 25°S, 0°, 25°N and 50°N. The dashed-line in Figure 4 marks the 90% confidence level. The result indicates that the oscillations in these three parameters vary with latitude. At the latitudes of 50°and 25°, both the SAO and the AO are strong and the AO is more dominant. At the equator, the strongest oscillation is the SAO.
[17] We see a distinct strong peak with a 750 day period at the equator well above the 90% confidence level. The long period oscillation at the equator is most likely QBO related. At southern latitudes the multiyear oscillations have widespread spectral peaks. That appears to indicate more complex nature of long-term variations in the Southern Hemisphere. These oscillations are probably not associated with the QBO. In the northern latitudes, the multiyear oscillations are at low confidence level indicating diminishing QBO influence. In the later plots, even though we group these multiyear oscillations as QBO away from the equator, they are just for comparison with the real QBO oscillation at the equator.
[18] Figure 5 shows the temporal variations of these three parameters at different latitudes and the fitting curves using equation (3). The long-term trends are shown as straight lines. The fitting curves match the real data very well. These curves show a distinct difference between low-latitude and higher-latitude regions consistent with the spectral plots in Figure 4 . At low latitudes, the oscillations are more SAO or QBO in nature. The AO dominates at higher latitudes, where seasonality is most pronounced.
[19] To examine the multiyear long-term oscillations, we show the results of P QBO determined by the harmonic fitting method in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , the P QBO of V max , h max , and I vary with latitude, and they are between 650 and 900 days (i.e., about 21-30 months). The longer period in the Southern Hemisphere is consistent with spectral plots in Figure 4 , which shows a more widespread spectral peak toward long periods. In the northern higher latitudes, the periods are less stable. That is a reflection of very small amplitudes of these long-term oscillations. As mentioned earlier, only the oscillation near the equator is likely QBO related. [20] Figure 7 illustrates the latitudinal variations of the relative amplitudes as percentages: (F SAO /F 0 ) × 100%, (F AO /F 0 ) × 100% and (F QBO /F 0 ) × 100%, and phases of the SAO, AO and QBO in V max . The SAO amplitude is between 4% and 21%, and has a pronounced peak at the equator. In addition, it is large at 35°S. The AO amplitude is between 4% and 13%, and it has two peaks near 20°S/N and three troughs near the equator and 35°S/N. The trough at the equator is the deepest. The QBO amplitude is below 9%, and it has three peaks at 40°S, 0°and 30°N and two troughs at around 15°S/N. The peak at the equator is the strongest. In Figure 7 , the phase of the SAO in V max is delayed from near the equinoxes at the equator to near the solstice at 50°S/N. This is consistent with the SAO in the green line emission [Roach and Smith, 1967] . For the AO, it is delayed from slightly before the beginning of the year (December solstice) at 30°S, to day 50 of the year at 50°S (near the March equinox), and day 260 (near the September equinox) of the year at 50°N. We should note that the phase of the AO near 30°N is at around day 200 of the year (near the June solstice). Hence, the AO has the consistent phase with season in both hemispheres (solstice at 30°and equinox at 50°latitude). That should not be a surprise, since AO is a reflection of seasonal change in both hemispheres. Because of its antisymmetrical nature, the AO is minimum at the equator, where the seasonal change is least apparent.
[21] Because of small long-term variations of h max , the absolute amplitudes instead of relative amplitudes, and the phases of the SAO, AO, and QBO in h max are shown in Figure 8 . The SAO amplitude is between 0.2 and 1.2 km. It has three peaks, at around 40°S, 0°and 45°N, and the peak at the equator is the strongest. The AO amplitude is below 1.6 km and has two weak peaks, at 10°S and 15°N. In the latitude range of 25°-50°, the AO amplitude decreases toward the equator. The QBO amplitude is below 0.5 km, and it has three peaks and two troughs, with the peaks situated at around the equator and 30°S/N and the troughs located at 20°S/N. The peak at the equator is the strongest. We indicated earlier that probably only the peak at the equator is truly QBO related. In the tropics, the strongest variation of h max is the SAO, while the QBO is the second. Near 50°, the AO is the strongest. The phase of the SAO in h max is delayed from near the solstices at around the equator to near the equinoxes at 50°S/N (from the summer solstice to the autumn equinox, and from the winter solstice to the vernal equinox the next year). The phase of the AO is delayed from the beginning of the year at 15°N to the June solstice at 50°N and the December solstice near 50°S. The phase of the QBO in h max shifts from the 500th day in every 2 years near the equator toward the beginning of the 2 year interval at 50°latitude.
[22] Figure 9 shows the latitudinal variations of the relative amplitudes and phases of the SAO, AO, and QBO in I. Since they are similar to those in V max , except that the SAO amplitude of I has an evident peak at 35°N, we do not elaborate any further here. In addition, at 40°N, the relative amplitude of the SAO in I is about 7%, which is approximately equal to that of the AO. This is consistent with the result of López-González et al. [2004] . The SAO relative amplitudes at 5°S and 25°S are about 18.5% and 8%, respectively, and their phases are at about day 90. This is consistent with the conclusion of Takahashi et al. [1995] .
[23] OH emission as a product of the reaction, O 3 + H → OH* + O 2 is directly related to atmospheric temperature, Figure 6 . Latitude distributions of P QBO for V max (left), h max (middle), and I (right), respectively. 
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[O 3 ] and [H] . In addition, [O 3 ] is proportional to [O] under the condition of photochemical equilibrium. Thus, OH emission is also related to [O] . Much work has been devoted to the influences of dynamics and photochemistry on OH emission. Hickey [2007, 2008] [O 3 ] affect OH(8-3) emission using a two-dimensional, time-dependent, fully nonlinear OH chemistry dynamics model. A very rough estimate from M. G. indicates that a 1% increase in temperature may lead about 4% increase in OH emission and OH emission is linearly sensitive to [O] on the bottom side of the atomic oxygen layer. In this study, we have calculated the mean V max , h max , and I for each day averaging over 7 years. In addition, we have also calculated the mean OH nightglow emission rate at the altitude of 88 km, the temperature and [O 3 ] at 88 km, which are observed by SABER. Although SABER also measures [O] and [H] , they have large errors, and we do not use these data here. Comparing the latitudetime (day of year) distributions of these parameters, we find that the distributions of the OH nightglow emission rate at 88 km, V max , and I are similar to one another. The distributions of these three parameters at lower latitudes are similar to the distribution of temperature, and in higher latitudes near 50°, they are more similar to that of [O 3 ]. This indicates that the seasonal variations of temperature and [O] ([O 3 ]) play an important role in the seasonal variation of OH nightglow emission, V max , and I. Russell et al. [2004] analyzed the seasonal variations of [O] and pointed out that the amplitudes and phases of AO and SAO showed strong variability as functions of latitude. This is consistent with our result that the amplitudes and phases of AO and SAO for V max , h max , and I are functions of latitude as shown in Figures 7, 8 , and 9. The results of Russell et al. [2004] also indicated that there was also a QBO in [O] . Furthermore, the seasonal variations of temperature and [O] are modulated by tides [Russell et al., 2004] . Therefore, tides can affect the OH nightglow emission through affecting the temperature and [O] .
[24] Tides have a particularly dominant effect on airglow emissions at the equator, although the effects are also strong at the midlatitudes [Yee et al., 1997; Shepherd et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2001; . Marsh et al. [2006] also suggested that the variation of the OH airglow emission in the tropics observed by SABER was related to tides. Xu et al. [2009] investigated the seasonal and QBO variations of the migrating diurnal tides observed by TIMED. They gave the altitude-latitude distributions of the temperature tidal amplitude, as well as the SAO and QBO in the temperature tidal amplitude. All of the distributions have three peaks and two troughs with latitude at an altitude of about 88 km, which is near the peak height of the OH nightglow emission rate. The latitudes of the peaks and troughs of the SAO and QBO in the temperature tidal amplitude are generally close to those in V max , h max , and I (as shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8) . Therefore, the seasonal variations of V max , h max , and I must be related to tides. In addition, the QBO in OH nightglow emission at low latitudes are also modulated by the stratospheric QBO according to the results of M. G. , and the AO in emission at higher latitudes is also modulated by the seasonally reversing mean circulation which can transport the oxygen [Marsh et al., 2006] . 
Hemispheric Symmetry of SAO, AO, and QBO
[25] Comparing the temporal distributions of V max , h max and I at the same latitude in both hemispheres in Figure 3 , we can see that there are two distinct minima (valleys) each year in V max and I at the latitudes around 30°in both hemispheres; however, the value of the second one in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) is comparable to the first one in the Northern hemisphere (NH), and the first valley in the SH is deeper than the second one in the NH. At the higher latitudes such as 50°, the valleys in the SH are more broader and deeper than those in the NH. We calculated the differences of these parameters between two hemispheres, D = (F SH − F NH )/F NH × 100%, in which F can be the 7 year average V max , h max , or I. For V max and I, the differences decrease gradually from about −9% at 50°to about −1% at 5°. For h max , the difference is between −0.18% and 0.025%, and it is negative for all latitudes except 25°and 30°. As mentioned in section 3.1, OH emission is related to atmospheric temperature, [O] , [O 3 ], and [H] . Therefore, the asymmetry between both hemispheres of OH nightglow emission should be related to the asymmetry of atmospheric temperature and these atmospheric compositions. Xu et al. [2007b] studied the mesopause structure using the temperature data observed by SABER in the period of [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] and suggested that the mesopause temperature in the polar region was hemispherically asymmetrical in summer. Shepherd et al. [2004] found that the temperature observed by WINDII showed an asymmetry with quieter and colder Southern Hemisphere. In this study, we calculated the values of D for the 7 year average temperature and [O 3 ] between 50°S and 50°N at the altitude of 88 km. The results indicate that the value of D for temperature is between 0.1% and 0.8% and that for [O 3 ] is between −22% and −9%. Since [O] is proportional to [O 3 ], the hemispherical difference may exist in [O] . Therefore, the temperature, [O], and [O 3 ] might be hemispherically asymmetrical. Specifically, the temperature in SH is a little higher than that in the NH, while the [O] and [O 3 ] in the SH are distinctly larger than those in the NH. The hemispherical differences in these parameters contribute to the hemispherical asymmetry of V max , h max , and I all together.
[26] The hemispherical difference exists in many atmospheric processes and phenomena besides the densities of atmospheric compositions [Tinsley et al., 1997; Chu et al., 2003; Siskind et al., 2003; Shepherd et al., 2004; Singh and Upadhayaya, 2004] . Although there have been numerous studies seeking for the reasons for the asymmetry of atmospheric parameters in the past, the reasons are still unclear. Potentially, two processes may contribute to the hemispherical difference: the difference in the direct radiative effect arising from the eccentricity of Earth's orbit, and the uneven transport of some atmospheric parameters (e.g. atomic oxygen) due to asymmetric dynamical processes such as gravity waves, planetary waves, and so on in both hemispheres.
[27] In addition to the hemispheric differences in magnitudes of V max , h max , and I, it is shown in Figures 3 and 5 that the variation trends of V max , h max , and I with time display in general a hemispheric antisymmetry at the latitudes near 50°, with the maxima in one hemisphere and the minima in the other hemisphere occurring almost synchronously.
[28] In order to analyze the interhemispheric symmetry of the long-term variations, we calculated the absolute values of the phase differences of the SAO, AO and QBO in both hemispheres; these are 2p/182.5(day) jt
Although the phase differences of the QBO from the equation are not the exact values because P QBO shows a inter-hemispheric asymmetry and is not always equal to 730 days (as shown in Figure 6 ), the phase differences of the QBO from the equation can show the symmetry of the QBO in general.
[29] The phase differences are shown as a function of latitude in Figure 10 . All of the SAO phase differences are close to 0. Regarding the AO phase differences, those for V max at most latitudes, h max in the latitude range of 40°-50°a nd I in the latitude range of 15°-30°are close to p. The QBO phase differences at most latitudes are close to 0. This means that the SAO and QBO in V max , h max and I are hemispherically symmetric at most latitudes, and the AO are hemispherically anti-symmetric at most latitudes. We have mentioned that the AO is anti-symmetric because it is a reflection of seasonal change. In addition, at 50°, the AO in V max , h max and I are the strongest oscillations (as mentioned in section 3.1) and are mostly hemispherically anti-symmetric. This causes the time series of V max , h max and I at this latitude to display a clear inter-hemispheric antisymmetry.
3.3. Phase Relationships of the Oscillations in V max , h max , and I
[30] As mentioned in section 3.1, h max decreases with V max and I increasing in the tropics. We calculated the absolute values of the phase differences of the SAO, AO and QBO in V max and h max , V max and I, h max and I, using a method similar to that described in section 3.2; the results are shown in Figure 11 . The SAO and QBO phase differences for V max and h max , and h max and I are close to p, and for V max and I are close to 0 at all latitudes. This means that at all latitudes, the SAO and QBO in V max and h max , and h max and I are generally in anti-phase, while the SAO and QBO in V max and I are generally in phase. The AO phase differences for V max and I are close to 0 at all latitudes; this means that the AO in V max and I is in phase. The AO phase differences for V max and h max , and h max and I as a function of latitude are complicated; however, they are close to p at the equator. Therefore, at the equator, all of the SAO, AO and QBO in V max and h max , and h max and I are in anti-phase. [Xu et al., 2007a, Figure 14] . Our results also indicate that, except for h max at 50°N, V max , h max and I decrease with time over the past 7 years as far as the long-term trend is concerned. Figure 5 shows the longterm trends of V max , h max , I, namely mt in equation (3), at five latitudes. It can be seen that these three parameters decrease during the 7 years except the h max at 50°latitude. The decrease in h max is small, less than 0.2 km. In addition, we have calculated the relative values of the long-term trends of V max and I, which are (mt/F 0 ) × 100%. The results indicate that V max and I at the five latitudes decrease by more than 8% and 10%, respectively, over the past 7 years, and both V max and I at the 50°N decrease by more than 15%. The longterm trends of V max , h max and I are connected with many physical processes, including solar activity variations. The OH nightglow intensity has a positive correlation with solar activity [Weill, 1973; Batista et al., 1994; Pertsev, 2009] , and the OH emission data used in this study fall in the declining phase of solar cycle 23, therefore the declining solar flux is a possible source for the declining V max , h max and I. However, we still cannot calculate the correlation coefficient between OH nightglow and solar activity because the data record used in this study is shorter than 11-year solar cycle.
Summary
[32] In this paper, we analyse global distributions of the SAO, AO and QBO in the peak emission rate and height, and intensity of the OH nightglow observed by the TIMED/ SABER satellite during [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] . A Chapman function is used to derive the peak emission rate and height. The LombScargle periodogram method is used to confirm which oscillations are dominant in the OH nightglow emission, and the harmonic fitting method is used to extract the amplitudes and phases of the SAO, AO and QBO. [33] The latitudinal variations of the SAO, AO and QBO in the peak emission rate are similar to those in the intensity. The relative amplitudes of the SAO in the peak emission rate and intensity are between 4% and 21%. They have three peaks at around 35°S/N and the equator, and the peaks at the equator are the strongest. The relative amplitudes of the AO in the peak and intensity are between 4% and 13%. They peak at around 20°S/N. The relative amplitudes of the QBO in the peak emission rate and intensity are below 9%. They have three peaks at around 35°S/N and the equator, and those at the equator are the strongest. All of the relative amplitudes of the SAO, AO and QBO in the peak height are very small. The amplitude of the SAO in the peak height has three peaks at around the equator and 40°S/N, and the peak at the equator is the strongest. The amplitude of the AO in the peak height has two weak peaks at 10°S and 15°N; however, it is very large at around 50°. The amplitude of the Figure 11 . Phase differences of the SAO, AO and QBO in V max and h max (left), V max and I(middle), h max and I (right).
QBO in the peak height has three peaks at the equator and 30°S/N. The peak at the equator is the strongest.
[34] The phases of the SAO in the peak emission rate and intensity are delayed from equinoxes at the equator to solstices at 50°S/N. The phases of the AO in the peak and intensity are delayed poleward from 30°S. The phase of the SAO in the peak height is delayed poleward and from near the solstice at the equator to near the equinoxes at 50°S/N. The phase of the QBO in the peak height is advanced poleward from the equator.
[35] In addition, the SAOs and QBOs in the peak emission rate and height, and intensity are hemispherically symmetric at most latitudes, whereas the AOs are hemispherically antisymmetrical at most latitudes. The SAO and QBO in the peak height are generally in anti-phase with those in peak emission rate and intensity. The SAO, AO and QBO in the peak emission rate and intensity are in phase. The peak emission rate and height as well as intensity all decrease with time during 2002-2008 interval; this may be related to solar activity variations. Further study is needed.
[36] The SAO and AO in the OH nightglow emission are very strong, and the SAO is distinct near the equator. The global distributions of the variations in the OH nightglow emission are concerned with those of the variations in atmospheric temperature and relevant atmospheric compositions. Some dynamical processes, especially tides can affect or modulate the variations of the OH nightglow emission and the global distributions of the variations through affecting the relevant atmospheric parameters. Unfortunately, how the dynamical processes affect the variations and global distributions of the variations of the OH nightglow emission is still an open question in the scientific community. The solving of this problem needs further modelling simulations to study the effects of individual processes. Nevertheless, this work is not only beneficial for improving our understanding of the global distributions of variations of OH nightglow emission but also helpful for validating or verifying some numerical models by comparing the simulation results with our results.
